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 Abstract: SDN features are making it more popular day by day: 
centralized monitoring, control of network equipments, increased 
performance and flexibility in designing network policies as per 
organization requirements. The SDN controller deals with data & 
control plane separately. The SDN switches are simply data 
forwarding devices and controller decides control over forwarding 
data through them. Controller has a technique to identify the 
network switch and router nodes; but it does not identify the 
presence of hosts before they generated network traffic and is not 
able to create the packet forwarding rules, security policies.  The 
objective of this paper is to detect connected host before they 
generate any traffic and store host details at controller level for 
future researches in area of development of new network tools, 
applications, optimizations techniques and security. Here, we 
propose Instant Detection of Host in SDN (IDH-SDN) to detect 
host before transmission of any data packet and store host details 
in a HostTable at controller level. In our experiment, various 
network topologies have been used to test host detection and data 
collection algorithm and results of all experiments verified with 
Wireshark network packet analyzer. The HostTable data may be 
used for various purposes such as development of new network 
tools, policies, security approaches in OpenFlow network. 
 
  Keywords: Software Defined Networking, Host, Detection, 
Controller, Instant, SD, IDH 

I. INTRODUCTION 

SDN is becoming more prefixed technology for network 
designing and controlling centralized and handle separately 
data plane and control plane. These planes were implemented 
in firmware of network hardware of conventional network; 
and they used routing paths and decisions to forward the data 
packet further or not. SDN implemented the data plane and 
control plane at switch (packet forwarding device) level and 
SDN controller level respectively [14]. Their separation 
provided flexibility for network administrator to control 
centrally and design network policies programmatically. The 
data packet forwarding network devices are responsible to 
forward to packets and control plane is to make rules for data 
packets to be forwarded one or more network nodes/hosts and 
sending them to data forwarding devices for execution[16]. 
The SDN controller [27] needs network topology to make 
data forwarding rules and control data paths. The correct 
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topology detail is needed to monitor, manage and control 
network traffic. The topology includes the details of data 
forwarding devices (network elements – switches & routers) 
and connected hosts. 
The majority of SDN controllers have topology detection 
systems [27] limited to switches, routers and connectivity 
linking them. The recent studies shown that controller of 
SDN do not identify the presence of hosts before they 
generated network traffic and the controller is not able to 
create the packet forwarding rules, security policies. In this 
situation, the packet forwarding devices do not have any 
policy for the data traffic comes first time from a host. The 
device sends host’s first packet to the SDN controller and 
waits for rules and policies to handle this type of traffic. The 
controller examines packet received from packet forwarding 
device, extracts the host information from packet and creates 
rules & policies for it and send them to packet forwarding 
device for acting accordingly with traffic from the host. 
Receiving a packet from forwarding device, examination of 
the packet, extraction of host details from packet, creation of 
rules & policies for host and sending to the forwarding device 
involve many processes. These processes are time consuming 
and till the time, the packet is in waiting state and first packet 
always takes time to reach to its destination. In this paper we 
propose Instant Detection of Host in SDN (IDH-SDN) to 
detect host before transmission of actual data packets and to 
store host details in a HostTable at controller level. This 
method has been coded for RYU SDN Controller and tested 
in various network scenarios.  
This remaining paper is having following divisions. In 
Div.-II we describe OpenFlow background. In Div.-III has a 
detail of Network Topology Detection in OpenFlow. In 
Div.-IV we described Related Works. In Div-V describes 
proposed IDH-SDN. In Div-VI we described Implementation 
& Testing of IDH-SDN and in Div.-VII Conclusions. 

II. OPENFLOW BACKGROUND 

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is a rising creation that 
is dynamic, adaptable, cost-effective and allow it perfect for 
the dynamic, high-bandwidth nature of current requirement. 
SDN separates the forwarding and network control actions to 
make possible directly programmable to network control. 
The functions and services of network are abstracted by the 
underlying infrastructure. The OpenFlow protocol is an 
essential and main element for building SDN solutions. Open 
Network Foundation has promoted the OpenFlow as a 
standard protocol for providing south-bound interface among 
SDN switches and controller.  
The Controller and switches perform a greeting to start an 
OpenFlow connection. Switches talks with its controller on 
related IP and TCP port to establish an encrypted TCP 
connection. 
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 The controller sends an OFPT_FEATURE_REQUEST to 
switch which supports the OpenFlow version and switch 
sends an OFPT_FEATURE REPLY message to complete 
establishment of OpenFlow connection with information 
such as unique identifier of switch as datapath_id, MAC 
addresses of switch active ports. Handshaking between 
controller and switch reveals the existence of switches but not 
interconnections of the network devices.  
The controller uses network topology details to perform 
various network control and management tasks. The most 
important task is to detect and setup proper paths to enable 
the switches to forward network traffic.  
Each OpenFlow switch has flow tables along with a group 
table. The controller used OFPT_FLOW_MOD messages to 
make manipulations in flow tables. It involves addition, 
deletion and modification in the flow table entries. Every 
flow entry has a structure of fields, actions set and counters 
set. These fields are used to match field values with packet on 
its arrival. On matching a packet with any entry, the 
respective counter entry is increased and related activities are 
executed. Table miss event is raised when entry does not 
match and it instructs for packet to drop or send to other table 
or send to controller. In last case, switch raises an 
OFPT_PACKET_IN messages along with packet to 
controller to evaluate packet’s contents. After deciding 

actions for packet, it is returned to the switch along with list 
of required actions and the controller transmits an 
OFPT_FLOW_MOD message to insert an entry into flow 
table of a switch for processing related packets in future. 

III. NETWORK TOPOLOGY DETECTION IN 
OPENFLOW 

Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP) is a single-hop 
protocol and used by network devices to advertise their 
presence, properties and their neighbors in wired LANs. The 
network switch sends LLDP messages from its ports at a 
fixed time period [27]. The message is framed by setting hex 
88cc value in ethertype field for sending it at address of 
multicast MAC (i.e. 01:80:c2:00:00:0E) of bridge. Since, 
SDN switch do not send LLDP messages by itself. The 
following steps are used to detect the network topology:-  
 
-  SDN controller creates an entry into table flow of each 

SDN switch using OFPT_FLOW_MOD for any LLDP 
frame received from any port of the switch to forward to 
the controller. This entry orders to the SDN switch to 
communicate with controller using OFPT_PACKET_IN 
message on receipt of any LLDP message from any port 
of switch.  

-  Controller creates OFPT_PACKET_OUT message with a 
LLDP frame payload & instructs to forward this frame to 
the respective port.  

- The SDN switch extracts the LLDP frames payload form 
OFPT_PACKET_OUT messages on receipt of the 
message and forwards to every switch port except 
in-coming port.  

- The SDN Switch LLDP packets received from port to the 
controller by OFPT_PACKET_IN messages.  

- The SDN controller extracts network topology related 
information of network devices.  

Above procedure detects only switches and connecting links 
but it does not detect hosts. Most of the SDN controllers 
implements basic host detection method. This method uses 

table miss flow entry of switches that forces the switch to 
forward packets to controller. In event of a host generates an 
ARP or IP traffic and switch do not have any existing flow 
entries for such traffic, then first packet of host traffic is 
forwarded to controller by SDN switch. Controller completes 
host detection by extracting host details from this first packet. 
Since LLDP is single hop protocol still it may also be used to 
detect host but it needs to implement this protocol at host 
level. This implementation is not easy at host level because 
hosts and network devices are monitored by the different 
entities.  

IV. RELATED WORK 

In study [21] described that host discovery activity depends 
on details contained in ARP and DHCP packets available via 
the PacketIn function at layer 2 protocol. It also stated that 
OpenFlow Discovery Protocol refers to controller learning 
about the presence of network nodes (SDN switches) in 
OpenFlow using LLDP frame format. These do not suggest 
any host discovery mechanism before generation of traffic by 
host itself. In [16] authors have been inspired by nmap utility 
and proposed a proactive host discovery algorithm using 
ARP requests created at controller level to get host 
information after session establishment. This approach used 
OFPT_PACKET_OUT messages targeted to an edge port, 
SDN switch dispatches out ARP-requests to the mentioned 
switch port. In case a host is live with edge port, first 
ARP-reply will be dispatched to controller through switch 
and controller will extract the required information from the 
ARP reply packet. Controller will have entire network 
topology details (i.e. switches, ports of switches, link 
connectivity between them, host IP and MAC) using both 
LLDP and host discovery module.  
It has been observed that approach proposed in [16] is 
working properly when switch is connected with running 
controller and then making any change on a switch port. But 
this approach will not be working properly in two situations: 
first, when switch is started before controller and second, 
when switch is disconnected from controller, any change 
made on a switch port and reconnected with the controller. 
Authors designed the approach to implement at 
OFPT_PORT_STATUS message, which is raised by switch 
to connected controller when any change happens on a switch 
port. The change may be addition/deletion/status change of a 
port. 

V. PROPOSED INSTANT DETECTION OF HOST 
IN SDN (IDH-SDN) 

Network topology detection in SDN controllers is limited to 
switches, routers and connectivity linking them and 
controller do not identify the hosts’ presence before they 

generated network traffic. Without hosts information the 
controllers are not able to create the packet forwarding & 
filtering rules, security policies [30]. The packet forwarding 
devices do not have any forwarding & filtering rules, security 
policies for the data traffic comes first time from a host. The 
network device sends such first packet to the SDN controller 
and waits for rules and policies to handle this type of traffic.  
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The controller inspect packet received from packet 
forwarding device, extracts the host information from packet 
and creates rules & policies for the packet and add into flow 
table of packet forwarding device so that device can act 
accordingly with forthcoming same type of traffic from the 
host. This activity involves many processes at controller level 
such as receiving a packet from forwarding device, 
inspection of the packet, mining of host details from packet, 
creating of rules & policies and adding into flow table of 
forwarding device for the traffic of host.  
Every process is time consuming. Till these processes are 
completed by controller, the packet has a long wait and the 
first packet always takes long time to reach to its destination.  
In this section we have proposed Instant Detection of Host in 
SDN Controller. As soon as any switch/switch port/host is 
added into the SDN network, our following instant detection 
algorithm identifies the SDN Host and adds its details into 
HostTable at controller level:  
1. Controller generates ARP request packets using Source IP 

as 0.0.0.0 and Source MAC as switch port MAC with 
target IP x.x.x.x and MAC “FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF” through 
switch port. 

2. OFSwitches broadcast ARP request packet. 
3. If any host having x.x.x.x IP address will respond to ARP 

Request message through an ARP reply message otherwise 
it will be ignored.  

4. Received ARP reply packet will be forwarded by 
OFSwitch to controller using PacketIn message and the 
packet has IP, MAC address and DataPath has Switch No 
and Switch Port No.  

5. The Controller extracts IP, MAC, Switch ID and Switch 
Port ID from ARP Reply packet and DataPath to add into 
HostTable. After extracting required information the 
packet is forwarded to its destination in a normal way after 
making required entry in flow-table. In [29] authors have 
discussed about a table to keep track of IP and MAC of 
every host very similar to our HostTable. 

6. The Controller also forwards ARP Reply packets through 
Packet_Out message to OFSwitch.  

Block diagram of IDH-SDN and format of HostTable are 
given in figure 1 and figure 2 respectively:- 
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Figure 1: Block Diagram of IDH-SDN 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Switch ID  Switch Port ID  Host MAC  Host IP  

Figure 2: HostTable format 
First of all in proposed approach, we need changes and 
implementations at various events of controller for a simple 
switch. When controller and switch are started, the switch do 
not have any flow entries so all ARP packets will be 
forwarded to the controller. Controller examines packets and 
extracts required information such as Host MAC, Host IP, 
Switch ID, Switch Port ID. Software module for the 
algorithm has been coded for RYU SDN Controller and 
tested in various network scenarios. 
Architecture of the proposed IDH-SDN is given in figure-2. 
It has hosts, switches, Controller as components of SDN 
network. SDN switches are connected with hosts, controller 
and have interconnection links between forwarding devices 
(Switches, routers, hubs). RYU Controller is used to connect 
with switches through Open Southbound API channel. On 
top of the controller, IDH-SDN is implemented and 
connected through Open Northbound API channel to achieve 
the object of detection of host on the event of handshaking of 
SDN Switch with Controller and on event of change notified 
on switch port/host. 
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Figure 2: Architecture of IDH-SDN 

VI. IDH-SDN IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING 

In this section we have discussed the implementation and 
testing of proposed IDH-SDN algorithm. We used RYU SDN 
controller and OpenFlow switches for implementation of 
proposed system. Mininet network emulator was setup in 
Ubuntu version 18.04 64 bit OS environment to create virtual 
OpenFlow switches and hosts using Intel-i5 6200U CPU 
@2.30 GHz with 4 GB RAM and 512GB SSD hardware 
configuration. In this implementation, we have used 
OpenFlow 1.2 version switches and Python programming 
language.  
RYU SDN framework provided simple_switch12.py sample 
application program has been used for implementation of 
proposed algorithm. First of all, we used 
EventOFPSwitchFeatures and EventOFPPortStatus event of 
RYU controller. Controller forwards feature request message 
to switch at the time of handshaking to get features of the 
switch. EventOFPPortStatus event is raised by OpenFlow 
switch to the controller to notify the change of ports.  
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With above messages, the features of the switch or change of 
switch ports are passed through ev.msg object and this 
information is used to take required details (such as Switch 
ID, Switch Port ID & MAC) for detection of host. Above 
both messages are also used to make necessary entries in flow 
table of switch so that all ARP packets should be forwarded 
to controller.RYU controller raises EventSwitchLeave when 
connected OpenFlow switch link is terminated. In our 
research this event is used to remove the connection 
terminated switch details from the HostTable. 
EventOFPPortStatus is used in the proposed algorithm for 
removing host from HostTable when switch port is turned 
down.  
We used EventOFPPacketIn event to examine ARP reply 
packets and extract host information from the packets. Host 
IP address and MAC address from ARP reply packet, Switch 
ID and Switch Port ID from datapath are taken and checked 
with HostTable and if this information does not exist in the 
HostTable than it is added to the table otherwise it will be 
ignored. After completion of above activity, the ARP reply 
packet is forwarded to its destination by making required 
changes in switch flow table. Implementation of proposed 
IDH-SDN at EventOFPSwitchFeatures and 
EventOFPPortStatus is shown in flow charts shown in figure 
2 & 3 respectively. 
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Figure 3: Flow Chart for IDH-SDN Implementation on  

Event of OFPSwitchFeatures 
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Figure 4: Flow Chart for IDH-SDN Implementation on  

Event of OFPPortStatus 
 

SDN Topologies Used for Testing: Two SDN topologies 
were used for testing of proposed IDH-SDN. First SDN 
topology has 3 OpenFlow switches, 6 hosts and an SDN 
Controller. Second topology has 2 OpenFlow Switches, 2 
legacy switches, 11 hosts and an SDN controller. The 
diagram of above mentioned different topology configuration 
is shown in figure 4: 
 

 
(A) 

 

 
(B) 

Figure 4: SDN Topologies 
Collection of Host Information: In the first experiment, we 
emulated a network topology which consists of 6 hosts with 3 
numbers of switches and 1 SDN Controller as given in figure 
4(A). Information collected by approach during 
experimentation related to host such as MAC, IP, Switch ID 
and Switch Port ID is given in following table-1: 

Table 1: Data from SDN Topology (A) 
Switch ID Switch Port ID Host MAC Host IP 
1 2 ['fa:a2:6a:ff:ef:ff'] ['10.0.0.2'] 

3 ['c2:fa:72:35:67:e1'] ['10.0.0.1'] 
2 2 ['0a:d4:e8:9e:26:6c'] ['10.0.0.3'] 

3 ['3a:a8:1b:85:36:a1'] ['10.0.0.4'] 
3 1 ['3e:c8:6b:6c:a3:7e'] ['10.0.0.5'] 

2 ['2a:1e:a8:ef:47:56'] ['10.0.0.6'] 
 

In second experiment, we emulated a network topology 
which consists of 11 hosts with 2 numbers of OpenFlow 
switches, 2 numbers of legacy switches and 1 SDN 
Controller as shown in figure 4(B). Information collected by 
system during experimentation related to host such as MAC, 
IP, Switch ID and Switch Port ID is given in following 
table-2: 

Table 2: Data from SDN Topology (B) 
Switch 

ID 
Switch Port ID Host MAC Host IP 

1 3 ['de:d9:f0:e3:17:5a'] ['10.0.0.1'] 
4 ['a2:6d:5a:0d:a5:13'] ['10.0.0.2'] 
5 ['b2:cc:45:87:91:07'] ['10.0.0.3'] 
1 ['1a:6c:0b:21:24:ad'] ['10.0.0.7'] 

['ee:52:76:df:36:93'] ['10.0.0.8'] 
['ba:71:c4:1e:2b:58'] ['10.0.0.9'] 

2 1 ['2a:4c:99:63:16:98'] ['10.0.0.4'] 
2 ['9a:3a:08:9b:82:93'] ['10.0.0.5'] 
3 ['6e:17:56:5a:85:80'] ['10.0.0.6'] 
4 ['16:be:9f:6b:ff:ad'] ['10.0.0.10'] 

['76:a2:6d:44:69:ed'] ['10.0.0.11'] 

Our approach was also tested by starting switch first and 
controller later. In second case, we disconnected the working 
switch from controller,  
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made a change on switch port and reconnected the switch 
with controller. In both the situations our approach worked 
properly and collected host information of various network 
scenarios as shown above and stored in HostTable at 
controller level. 
Table 3: HostTable record having multiple IPs for same 

MAC 
Switch 

ID 
Switch Port ID Host MAC Host IP 

1 2 ['fa:a2:6a:ff:ef:ff'] ['10.0.0.2'] 
3 ['c2:fa:72:35:67:e1'] ['10.0.0.1'] 

2 2 ['0a:d4:e8:9e:26:6c'] ['10.0.0.3'] 
3 ['3a:a8:1b:85:36:a1'] ['10.0.0.4'] 

3 1 ['3e:c8:6b:6c:a3:7e'] ['10.0.0.5'] 
2 ['2a:1e:a8:ef:47:56'] ['10.0.0.6'] 

['10.0.0.8'] 
4 ['0a:10:a8:eb:70:f2'] ['10.0.0.7'] 

 
We also tested our system by adding new hosts and assigning 
multiple IPs to single MAC. New hosts were detected by the 
system and multiple IP assignment to a single MAC was 
properly reflected in the HostTable. This experiment results 
are shown in table-3 in bold and italic font face. Collected test 
results were verified with Wireshark open-source packet 
analyzer and it was found that host related information 
collected during above experiments were correct.   

VII. CONCLUSION 

Our paper has proposed instant host detection in Software 
Defined Networks OpenFlow Network. We have 
implemented as a module in the RYU controller and collected 
required data at the handshaking of OpenFlow switch with 
controller. The algorithm has also been tested for adding new 
hosts into network and removing existing host from network. 
The approach generated ARP-Requests and ARP-Reply 
packets transmitted by hosts through switch to controller 
were examined; required information was extracted from 
ARP reply packets and stored into HostTable. In our 
experiment, various network topologies have been used to 
test host detection and data collection algorithm and results of 
all experiments verified with Wireshark network packet 
analyzer. The HostTable data may be used for various 
purposes such as development of new network tools, policies, 
security approaches in OpenFlow network. 
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